Language activation distributions revealed by fMRI in post-operative epilepsy patients: differences between left- and right-sided resections.
To reveal differences of cerebral activation related to language functions in post-operative temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients. Right (RTL) and left temporal lobe (LTL) resected patients, and healthy controls were studied using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Only patients with complete left-hemispheric language dominance according to the intracarotid amytal procedure (IAP) were included. Language-related activations were evoked by performing word generation and text reading language tasks. Activation lateralization and temporo-frontal distribution effects were analysed. For word generation, only LTL patients showed reduced left lateralized activation compared to controls, due to a decrease in activation in the left prefrontal cortex and an increase in the right prefrontal cortex. For reading, the left-hemispheric lateralization in RTL patients increased because of enhanced activity in the left prefrontal cortex, whereas for LTL patients the activation became bilaterally distributed over the temporal lobes. Lateralization results between pre-operative IAP and post-operative fMRI were highly discordant. Significant temporo-frontal distribution changes manifested from the reading but not from the word generation task. The cerebral language representation in post-operative LTL epilepsy patients is more bi-hemispherically lateralized than in controls and RTL patients. Post-operative temporo-frontal and interhemispheric redistribution effects, involving contralateral homologous brain areas, are suggested to contribute to the cerebral reorganisation of language function.